Identification from public data of molecular markers of adenocarcinoma characteristic of the site of origin.
Patients presenting with metastatic adenocarcinoma of unknown origin are a common clinical problem. Their optimal management and therapy are facilitated by identification of the primary site, yet histologically these tumors are almost identical. Better tumor markers are needed to enable the assignment of metastases to likely sites of origin. In this study, hierarchical clustering of public serial analysis of gene expression data showed that adenocarcinomas and their metastases cluster according to their site of origin. A novel bioinformatic approach was developed to exploit the differences between these clusters, using diverse sources: public expression data from serial analysis of gene expression and digital differential display; and the published literature, including microarray studies. Sixty-one candidate tumor markers with expression predicted to be characteristic of the site of origin were identified. Eleven genes were tested by reverse transcription-PCR in primary adenocarcinomas from a range of sites, and seven (64%) were site-restricted. Analysis of public gene expression data sets is a powerful method for the identification of clinically relevant tumor markers.